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Abstract 
This thesis is a collection of results on harmonic maps from the complex plane 
C to the hyperbolic plane IHI wi th polynomial growth Hopf differentials. Let u be 
a harmonic map between two surfaces and ^(z) = (j){z) dz^ be its Hopf differential. 
Then it is well-known that $ is holomorphic. 
Conversely, given any holomorphic quadratic differential ^{z) = (f){z) dz^ on C, 
by considering the existence and uniqueness of solution of the following problem 
= e2切一 
< | 0 | e - < 1， 
is a complete metric on C , 
\ 
we show that there is an orientation preserving harmonic diffeomorphism u from 
C into H wi th Hopf differential $ such that the conformal metric wi th the 
乐energy density as the conformal factor is a complete metric on C. 
The map is unique up to isometries on H. 
In particular, if is a polynomial of degree m, we proved that the image 
of the harmonic map is an ideal polygon with m + 2 vertices. More precisely, 
under the assumption that is complete metric on C, the orientation 
preserving harmonic diffeomorphism u from C into IHI has a polynomial growth 
Hopf differential if and only if its image is an ideal polygon. 
On the other hand, the harmonic map u can be considered as the Gauss map of 
a parabolic constant mean curvature cut in the Minkowski 3-space (M这i) into the 
hyperbolic 2-space ( M ” . Using this fact, one can construct, for any fixed m + 2 
points on the ideal boundary of H, an m - 1 parameter family of iioritrivially 
distinct harmonic diffeomorphisms such that the image of each of them is the 
ideal polygon wi th those m + 2 points as vertices. 
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摘 要 
本論文收集了由複數平面C至雙曲平面H中以多項式增長H o p f微分之調 
和映射（harmonic map with polynomial growth Hopf differential)的部分結果。 
假設M為兩曲面間的調和映射，並以(I)(Z) = 表示其Hopf微分，則眾 
所周知^/^為全純函數。 
反過來，任意給出一個在C上的非零全純二次微分（holomorphic quadratic 
differential) (j) dz^，我們考慮以下問題的存在性及唯一性： 
< H 厂 < 1 
為一在C上的完備度量。 
利用這個結果，我們可以找出一個從C至H的保持定向之調和映射（orientat ion 
preserving harmonic map ) u ,使得該調和映射w的Hopf微分為卢 f i fz :，而且以m 
的全純能量密度（5 - e n e r g y d e n s i t y )作為保角因子之保角度量（ c o n f o r m a l 
metric) ||彻 | |2|t/z|2是一個定義在C上的完備度量（complete m e t r i c ) �我們還可 
以言正明這個調和映射"在只差一個H上的等距同構的意義下是唯一。 
接著，設^/^為一附次多項式’我們將証明其相對之調和映射的像為一個理 
想 m + 2 邊形（ideal polygon with m + 2 v e r t i c e s ) ° 更準確的說，若 ||aw||2|i/z|2 為 
一定義在C上的完備度量，那麼這保持定向的調和微分同胚（ o r i e n t a t i o n 
preserving harmonic diffeomorphism) u的Hopf微分為多項式增長當且僅當它的 
像是一理想多邊形。 
另一方面，假如一調和映射《:<：—H所對應的度量||aM|2|^/z|2是完備的，我 
們就能將映射M理解為一個在Minkowski三維空間（Minkowski 3-space) M2，！ 
t的抛物形完備常平均曲率類空曲面（parabol ic constant mean curvature c u t )之 
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高斯映射（Gauss m a p ) �根據這種特質，我們可以為在H之理想邊界（ i d e a l 
boundary )上任意給出的 w + 2 點，構造一個 w -1 參數族（(m-1 )-parameter family ) 
的調和微分同胚(non-trivially distinct harmonic diffeomorphisms)，使得族中任 
何兩個調和微分同胚均在嚴格的意義下不同。而且這個參數族調和微分同 
胚的像就是以所給出的該W + 2點為角之理想多邊形。 
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Let (M, dsj^) and (N, dsfj) be two Riemannian surfaces. The energy density of 
a smooth map u from M into N is defined by e(u) = A C^ map 
u : M — N is said to be harmonic if i t is a critical point of the energy functional 
E[u) = Jm e(u)dvM where dv^ is the volume form of M. I f l i is harmonic, one can 
define a Hopf differential $ = of u by the (2，0)-part of the pull-back metric 
u*ds1j. I t is well known that <l> is holomorphic. We wi l l study the behaviour of 
polynomial growth open harmonic embeddings from the complex plane C into 
the hyperbolic plane H. Let $ 二 ^dz) be the Hopf differential of w : C 一 M. 
Then by the results of [C] and [TW], 0 is a polynomial of degree no greater than 
m iff u is of polynomial growth of degree at most y + 1. 
I t is a question asked by R. Schoen in [S] whether Riemann surfaces which are 
related by a harmonic diffeomorphism are necessarily quEusi-conformally related. 
There is a result by E. Heinz saying that there is no harmonic diffeomorphism 
from the unit disk P onto the complex plane C. Schoen proved a nonlinear 
generalization of this result in [S]. He proved that there is no harmonic diffeo-
morphism from P onto a complete surface of non-negative curvature. The inverse 
of a harmonic map may not be harmonic in general. Another test case proposed 
by Schoen in [S] is to show the non-existence of a harmonic diffeomorphism from 
1 
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C onto P. 
H.I. Choi and A. Treibergs proved the following theorem in [CT]: 
T h e o r e m 0 . 1 Let L C S^ be a finite set with cardinality 井L. Then there is a 
harmonic map (p from the complex plane C into the hyperbolic plane IHP such that 
^ ^ = Conv(L) 
where Conv (L ) is the convex hull of L in ID) with ideal boundary SK If > 3， 
then if is a diffeomorphism from, C to Conv (L ) . 
Their proof is based on the Ruh-Vilms theorem and a result in [CT] for con-
stant mean curvature surfaces in Minkowski 3-space M义 - T h e Ruh-Vilms the-
orem says that the Gauss map ^ of a parabolic constant mean curvature cut 
is a harmonic map from C into IHI^ . Choi and Treibergs proved that there ex-
ists a parabolic constant mean curvature cut M whose Gauss map Q satisfies 
Q[M) — Conv(L) for any given finite set L C S、They used a result by Treibergs 
in [T] to prove the existence of constant mean curvature cut. The convex hull 
Conv(L) of L in P is a geodesic ideal polygon if > 3. Therefore the image of 
theorem 0.1 is a geodesic ideal polygon. 
Schoen asked another question in [S]: Is a harmonic difFeomorphism from C 
to an ideal polygon unique up to composition with a conformal automorphism of 
C? The answer is proved to be negative by Z.C. Han, L.F. Tarn, A. Treibergs 
and Tom Wan in [HTTW . 
Before achieving this answer, Wan proved another result in [W] in answering 
another question raised by Schoen in [S]. He proved that orientation preserving 
harmonic diffeormorphisms u on IHF can be parametrized by their Hopf differ-
entials provided that they can be realized as the Gauss maps of constant mean 
curvature cuts in M ^ ^ This requirement is equivalent to the completeness of 
the metric WduW d^s^  on ID) where ds"^  is the Poincare metric on ID). His argue-
ment was applied to prove a similar problem on harmonic maps from C to H^ 
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in [AW]. Later, it was generalized to the case of harmonic maps from P or C 
into Cartan-Hadamard surfaces (ie. a simply connected, complete surface with 
Gaussian curvature bounded between a negative constant and 0 ) in [TW]. 
After these, the four authors in [HTTW] discussed open harmonic embeddings 
from C into the Cartan-Hadamard surface. They addressed the case when the 
associated Hopf differential 0 is a polynomial. Let A/" be a Cartan-Hadamard 
surface with Gaussian curvature Kjv and (j) be any given polynomial of degree 
m > 1. They proved that there is an open harmonic embedding u from C into N 
with Hopf differential (pdz^ such that 二(仁）—K^dV^ = m.Tx. In particular, they 
proved 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 Let u he an open harni,omc embedding from. C into H^ such that 
e 2 切 i s a complate metric on C, where w = log Let (f)dz^ be the Hopf 
differential of u. Then the image of C under u is an ideal polygon with m + 2 
vertices on the ideal boundary o/IHP if and only if (j) is a polynomial of degree m. 
In this proof, they first used a result in [CT] which asserts that i/,(C) is equal 
to the convex hull of L for a closed subset L in the ideal boundary of IH. More-
over, they proved a generalization of this result. They proved that if the Hopf 
differential is a polynomial, then the image of a harmonic difFeomorphism from 
C into a Cartan-Hadamard surface N is the convex hull of the intersection of the 
closure of its image and the ideal boundary of N. 
Another important result in [HTTW] is the one which answered a question 
asked by Schoen as we mentioned before. They constructed all harmonic dif-
feomorphisms u wi th non-constant polynomial Hopf differential and the metric 
is complete on C. They proved that there is an (m — l)-parameter 
family of nontrivially distinct harmonic diffeomorphisms from the complex plane 
C to a fixed ideal polygon with m + 2 vertices in the hyperbolic plane H. 
This thesis is a collection of results mainly from [W], [TW] and [HTTW . 
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In order to make a clear introduction, we would like to introduce the following 
definition. 
Definition 1 Let u : C ^ M be a harmonic map. Then u is said to he complete 
if is a complete metric on C. 
In the first chapter, we introduce the definitions of harmonic maps between 
Riemannian surfaces and their Hopf differentials. We will also derive useful for-
mulae such as the harmonic map equation (1.1) and Bochner formulae (1.5a) 
and (1.5b). The relations between harmonic maps and parabolic constant mean 
curvature cuts in Minkowski 3-space M ” wil l be used in our proofs. Therefore 
the basic properties of parabolic constant mean curvature cuts in M^^ and the 
Riih-Vilms Theorem 1.7 wil l be discussed. Besides, some useful and well-known 
theorems wil l also be stated without proofs in this part. 
The aim of chapter 2 is to prove the existence and uniqueness of the following 
system of partial differential equations in [TW]: 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 Let $ = (f)dz^ he a holom,orphic quadratic differential on C. The 
system, of equations 
Aw = e^^ — 切 
(2.1) < 1 
e^ '^lofzp is a complete metric on C 
\ 
has a unique smooth solution w on C, provided $ is not identically zero. 
We wil l first solve another similar problem in [W] on a Poincare disk (ID), ds^) 
in theorem 2.2. This problem will be separated into two cases that ||$|| is bounded 
and II$11 is unbounded. We wil l use the method of sub- and supersolution 1.14 to 
show the existence of C⑴ solution in the case of bounded Hopf differential. Since 
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i t is hard to find a siipersohition for unbounded Hopf differential, we use method 
of exhaustion to find the solution of equation (2.2). 
The method of exhaustion cannot be applied to theorem 2.1 directly as the 
sequence of functions may not converge on C. In particular, there is no 
solution for Aw = e?切 on C. To overcome this problem, we wi l l follow [AW] to 
exploit the solution on hyperbolic domains which have a disk as universal covering. 
Then we construct a sub- and supersolutions for the equation Aw = e^^ — 
by covering C wi th two hyperbolic domains. 
We also show that any complete harmonic map from C into HI can be regarded 
as the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean curvature cut in M ” . This 
problem can be transferred to the existence and uniqueness of problem (2.1). We 
wi l l follow the method mentioned in [W] and [AW] in this proof. 
Using the results in chapter 2, we prove the following theorem in chapter 3: 
Theorem 3.1 For any holomorphic quadratic differential <!> = c^dz? on C，if (f) is 
not a constant, then there is a harm,omc diffeom,orphism, u from, C onto its image 
on © such that its Hopf differential is <l>. 
This is a result of [TW]. As in chapter 2，the case from P onto P wi th bounded 
l^ l l wi l l be considered first. We wi l l choose a quasi-conformal diffeomorphism 
u from ID) onto P wi th complex dilatation // = p-]丞e-)"^ I t is known that 2-
dimensional harmonic maps are conformal invariance. We choose a metric on the 
target disk ID) so that u is harmonic wi th Hopf differential (j)dz\ The final step is 
to show that the metric we chosen is the Poincare metric. I t can be achieved by 
using the generalized maximum principle 1.13. 
Following [TW], we wi l l prove theorem 3.1 by exhausting C wi th disks Br = 
UeC： \z\ < R}. Since the harmonic diffeomorphism ur : ID)/? — ID) are diffeo-
morphisms, one can prove that the derivatives of (ur ) are uniformly bounded on 
compact subsets of C. Then (ub) converges to a harmonic map on C in ^^^^(C). If 
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(t> is not a constant, the Jacobian ( a r e uniformly bounded away from zero 
on compact subsets of C. Then we can show that (un) converges to a harmonic 
difFeomorphism u on compact subsets of C. 
Wan proved the case of boimded Hopf differential from P to P in his earlier 
paper [W]. He proved that a harmonic diflPeomorphism from ID) onto itself is 
qiiasi-conformal if and only if the associated Hopf differential is boimded with 
respect to the Poincare metric. He used the fact that any complete harmonic 
map from ® into ID) can be regarded as the Gauss map of a hyperbolic constant 
mean curvature cut in M ” in his proof. [TW] gives another proof of this result. 
In chapter 4, we wil l restrict our discussion on open harmonic embeddings 
with polynomial growth quadratic differentials from C to ID). The results in this 
chapter are mainly from [HTTW . 
In the first part of this chapter, we aim to prove theorem 4.1. We show that 
if u is an orientation preserving open harmonic embedding with polynomial Hopf 
differential (pdz^ of degree m > 1, then /灯(^ ) dV = nm. Conversely, if the area of 
the image of an open harmonic embedding from C to IHP is finite, and 
is complete on C, then we conclude that the Hopf differential of n is a 
polynomial. These results are special cases for the open harmonic embeddings 
from the complex plane C into a Cartan-Hadamard surface in [HTTW]. We use 
a result from [CT] to prove theorem 4.1. I t says that the Gauss map of an entire 
spacelike constant mean curvature cut is the convex hull Conv(L) of a closed 
subset L in the ideal boundary of IHP. 
This result from [CT] is generalized to open harmonic embeddings from C 
into a Cartan-Hadamard surface with polynomial Hopf differential in [HTTW • 
In the second part of this chapter, we show that there is an (m- l ) -parameter 
family of non-trivially distinct open harmonic embeddings from C to a fixed ideal 
polygon in IHP. We use a result in chapter 2 that, any complete harmonic map 
w .. C — IHP can be realized as the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean 
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curvature cut. Therefore we wil l prove our desired result by proving there is an 
(m - l)-parameter family of parabolic constant mean curvature cuts in M ” . The 
images of their Gauss maps are a given polygon in H^. We use several results 
(theorem 4.6) on parabolic constant mean curvature cuts in [CT] and [T] in this 
proof. Let L C be a closed set with at least 2 points and t(0} be an upper 
semicontinuoiis function defined on L. Choi and Treibergs constructed a unique 
entire closed spacelike constant mean curvature H > 0 surface in M^^ for L and 
t{0) in [CT]. They proved the existence of these hypersiifaces by constructing 
global barriers. 
We define the projective boundary data V/ and the asymptotic boundary value 
A/ for a graph of a function f defined over R^ Using these data, we know that 
the entire closed spacelike constant mean curvature H > 0 surfaces constructed 
in [CT] is parabolic. Therefore their Gauss maps can be realized as harmonic 
maps from C into IHL Then we classify the harmonic maps corresponding to 
the parabolic spacelike constant mean curvature cuts constructed into (m — 1)-
parameter family of non-trivially distinct harmonic difFeomorphisms. This can be 
done by classifying the cuts constructed into ( m - 1 ) classes with their asymptotic 
boundary data. Then we show that any complete harmonic diffeomorphism u 
from C onto a fixed ideal polygon P on HI can be represented by one of the 
harmonic maps that have constructed before. That means the (m - l)-parameter 
family of non-trivially distinct complete harmonic difTeomorphisms exhaust all 
the non-trivially distinct open harmonic embedding from C onto a fixed ideal 
polygon. We have proved that any complete open harmonic embedding from C 
into IH can be realized as the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean curvature 
cut in M ^ . We now show that any such cut u has a finite set L on S^ such that 
the asymptotic boundary value A,,(/9) of u is finite if and only \i 9 ^ L. Then 
by parametrizing the asymptotic boundary value of u, one can also classify the 
parabolic constant mean curvature cuts in M ^ ^ Hence all the complete harmonic 
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diffeomorphism from C onto ideal polygons in H can be classified. 
Chapter 1 
Preliminary 
1.1 Harmonic maps between Riemann Surfaces 
1.1.1 Definitions and harmonic map equations 
Let (M, dslj) and (TV, ds%) be two Riemannian surfaces. Then there are isother-
mal coordinates (.Ti,.T2) and (^1,^2) on M and N respectively such that 
dslj = + dxl) and ds% = a^(ui,u2){dul + dul) 
where p^ and are positive smooth functions defined on M and N respectively. 
For any smooth map u from M to TV, we define the energy density of u by 
e(w) =、Trds i (u *ds lXT i ,X2 ) 
for (.Ti,.T2) e M. Here u*ds% is the pull-back metric of ds% by u, and (u*ds%) 
is the trace of tensor field u*ds% wi th respect to ds\[ By direct calculation, we 
have 
(1.1.1) = ⑷ 办 
9 
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and 
T V � V " 一 f dUi \ 2 
T r 略 M 〜 ） = 
一 刚 f du \ du 
(LI .2) = ^ 2 / \ ^ + ^ • 
p乂:r) \ ox I 0x2 
Let z = Xi ix2 and u = Ui+ iu】, then z and u give complex structures on 
M and N respectively. The metrics on M and N become 
ds\i = p^[z)\dz\^ and ds]^ = {u)\du\^ 
respectively. 
In this thesis, a C^-mapping u : M ^ N is represented locally by u = u(z), 
and we denote 
_ 1 / _ d _ ._d_\ and _ 1 
dz 2\dxi 0x2J dz 2 \dxi 8x2y 
With these notations, we define the d- and 召-energy densities as 
I I 加 | | 2 ⑷ = ^ ！ ^ 字 2 and _丨 2 = ^ ! ^ 票 2 
dz p^(z) dz 
respectively. 
Then \\du\\'^ and \\du\\'^ are globally defined functions. We can express the 
energy density e{u) and the Jacobian J{u) of u in terms of its partial energy 
densities. By direct calculations, we get 
(1.1.3) = \\duf-}-\\duf 
and 
八u ) — a'^(u{z)) /dui du2 du2 dui、 
\dxi dx2 dxi dx2/ 
(1.1.4) - \\duf-\\duf. 
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We define the energy functional E(u) by 
= / e(u) dvM 
J M 
where dvM = \/det(d^dxi A dx2 is the volume form of M. A C^ map 
u : (M, d s j j 4 (TV, ds%) is said to be harmonic if it is a critical point of E in the 
space of maps. 
T h e o r e m 1.1 (Harmonic M a p Equat ions ) Let (M, and 
{N, (j'^{u)\du\^) be two Riemann surfaces, and u he a smooth map from M to N. 
Then u is harmonic if and only if 
( 1 1 ) 炉u ^ ^d\oga(u)dudu ^ ^ 
dzdz du dz dz ~ ‘ 
P簡f : Let ut{z) be a family of smooth maps from M into N such that 
is a complex valued function with compact support. Then 
u is harmonic if n is a critical point of the energy functional 
Eiut) = / e{ut)dvM 
J M 
where —m = y d e t ( d ^ here we abuse the notation to denote both dxiAdx2 
and dx? + dx2^ by is the volumn form on M wi th respect to ds\j. Now 
i � / 严 = H f | 尝 | > 鋼 2 
=/ iL彻)|尝卜丨2 
f L ( J d ( j { u ) I dcT[u) \ du 2 
2, \ f dr] du du dfi\] 。 
Using the fact that 2況(/) - / + / for any / e C, we have 
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4 f WdUtfdVM = [ 2 况 丑 网 2 + [ 碰 
t=0 J M JM J M 




= - 2 / 
J M 
(1 丄5) = -2 f + 
Jm 
Simi lar ly , 
4 f WdutfdvM = -2 I ^rja^ [(2 log + J } \ d z f . 
肌 t=o JM JM 
Since r; is a rb i t ra ry and cr^(w) is non-vanishing, we have 
(1.1.6) + = 
or 
(1丄7) u,-, + {2\og = 0 
wh ich proves the theorem. • 
Remark 1.2 The equation (1.1) is known as the harmonic map equation. As the 
harmonic map equation does not involve the domain metric，the harmomcity ofu 
、 depends on the complex structure of M but not on the dommn metrm. Therefore 
2-dimensional harmonic maps are conform,al invariant. 
Remark 1.3 Taking conjugate of equation (1.1.6), we obtain equation (1.1.7). 
Therefore if u ts harmomc，u is also harm,onic. Thus we can reduce the study of 
I隐lly one-to-one harmonic maps to orientation preserving harmonic maps. 
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1.1.2 Hopf Differential for Harmonic Maps between 
Riemann Surfaces 
Let u : M2 ^ N) be a harmonic map between two Riemann surfaces, the Hopf 
differential of u is defined by the (2, 0)-part of the pull-back metric u*ds%. From 
(1.1.1)，it is easy to see that 
So the Hopf differential of u can be written as 
(1.1.8) = C7\u)u,u,dz\ 
Note that $ is independent of choice of coordinates though is not, so 
亞 is well-defined on M. 
Theorem 1.4 If 
u is harmoTiid，than the Hopf differential = (hdz^ is holom,or-
phic. That is, 
(1.4) cp{z) = a\u{z))u,{z)u,{z) 
7:5 holow,Orphic. Conversely, ifu is a locally diffeomorphism, and cf) is holomorphic, 
then u is harmonic. 
Proof : Simple calculations lead to 
(1.1.9) (k = + 2{\og + + 2{\og(7\-,u-,u,]}. 
I f u is harmonic, from theorem 1.1, we have 
= 0 
so (f) is holomorphic. 
On the other hand, if (f) is holomorphic, then by (1.1.9) 
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Since a^ is positive, by comparing the norms of both sides, we have 
Uzz + 2{log = 0 
or 
Uz\ = . 
I f u is not harmonic, then the later case makes 
for some 2，which contradicts the assumption that w is a local diffeomorphism. 
Hence u is harmonic. • 
1.1.3 Bochner Formula 
We now introduce two important formula. They give a relation between the 
energy densities of a harmonic map u and the Gaussian curvatures of its domain 
and target surfaces. 
Theorem 1.5 (The Bochner Formula) Let u : M > N he a harmonic 
•P between two Riemann surfaces. At any point where \\du\\{z) + 0，we have 
A m l o g \\du\\ = - K n { u ) J ( u ) + K m 
and 
(1.5b) Am log ||an|| = Km{u)J{u) + Km. 
4 <92 
/n the above formula, Am = ^ ^ ^ denotes the laplactan on M, Km = -Am logp, 
a— Kn = — A^^loga are the Gaussian curvatures of M and N with respect to 
the metrics p and a respectively. 
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Proof: At the point where 丨丨加！丨⑷ + 0, 
log \\duf -Km =臺八 M(logcr2 + \ogu^ + log n乏) -Am log/) - Km 
2「 • 
= ^ 2(logo%乏+ 之乏+ (log 权乏)之乏 
P I K^zJz) 
Using the harmonic map equation (1.1), we get 
— = - 2 ( l o g c r ) , , u ^ and = 
Uz Uz 
So 
(1.1.10) Am log - Km = [^^(logcr)^] _ - [w乏(logo*)』：j>. 
Since 
测刷二卜去(log《順丨〜|2 - M” 
’ J L 广 _ 
substituting it, into equation (1.1.10), we obtain the first part of the Bochner 
formula 
Am log II加II = - K n { u ) J { u ) + Km. 
The second part can be obtained by similar calculations. • 
Though non-vanishing of energy densities is required in Bochner formula, we 
can still get lots of fruitful results of harmonic maps between surfaces by Bochner 
formula due to their good structure of zero sets. 
Proposition 1.6 Let u : M > N he a harmonic map between surfaces, then 
and are either identically zero or having isolated zeros with well-
defined order. 
Proof: Let u be any harmonic map from M to N, and ( be a local solution for 
' Cz = 2{\og(T)^U2 
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around any point z e C. This local solution always exists, one can check that, 
fixing zo e C, 
^Jc i - z 
where ^ = 6 + 纪2，g{Cj = 2(log … 乏 and x ( 0 = 1 in a neighborhood of 2。, is a 
solution [KM]. Then near z, 
{uze^)z = u^-ze^ + w^e^C^ 
= e ( + 2(log (7)uUzU力 
= 0 , 
the last equality is the harmonic equation of u. Therefore u^e^ is holomorphic 
near z and it has isolated zeros near z with well-defined order. Then ||(9u|| has 
isolated zeros near z wi th well-defined order. Since z is arbitrary, we have proved 
IduW^ has isolated zeros wi th well-defined order. The proof is similar for the case 
of II知||2. • 
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1.2 Minkowski 3-spaces, M^^  
There is a very important relation between constant mean curvature cuts in 
Minkowski 3-space and harmonic maps into H. We will use this relation to com-
plete our proofs in chapter 4. We would like to introduce some basic properties 
about constant mean curvature cuts in M^^ here. 
1.2.1 Definitions 
The Minkowski 3-space M " is a metric space (M^, ds^) where ds^ is the Lorentz 
metric defined as 
ds^ = dxl + dxl - dx^. 
A smooth surface S C M^^ is spacelike if the restriction of ds^ to 5 is a Rie-
maniiian metric. Let S locally be a graph of function .T3 二 /(.ti,.T2), then S is 
spacelike if \Df \ < 1. If the natural projection s 3 (.Ti,.T2,.T3) (.ti,.T2) is onto 
then S is called entire. A constant mean curvature cut is a complete, entire 
spacelike surface in M " with positive constant mean curvature. A constant mean 
curvature cut S is parabolic if it is conformally equivalent to C. 
1.2.2 Gauss Maps of Parabolic Constant Mean Curvature 
Cuts in M i^ 
For a spacelike surface S C the Gauss map ^ of 5 is a mapping Q : S M”， 
which assigns to each point .t G a point in M " obtained by parallel transport 
of the unit normal vector of S at p to the origin of M ^ ^ The unit normal vector 
of S at p is a timelike vector in M ” of length —1. Let the parabolic constant 
mean curvature cut S be the graph of the function f defined over the entire 
then the Gauss map of S is given by 
干 ) - ( , D f _ _ _ 1 _ _ \ 
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and it is a map Q from S to the hyperboloid H = {(.t, y, z) E M " ： x'^ y"^ - z'^ = - 1 } . 
The hyperboloid H is isometric to IH =： where ID) {2 G C : 1:1 < 1} 
and ds: is the Klein metric. This isometry is given by the mapping (.ti, .T2, .T3) 
rp 1 
( — ) a n d the Gauss map becomes G = Df{x) : S ^ H. The geometric 
•7^3 .T3 
boundary coincides with the usual topological one IHI(oo) = 5ID). 
Theorem 1.7 (Ruh-Vilms Theorem) Let S^ be a spacehke hypersurface of 
M^. The Gauss map is a harmonic map into IHP if and only if S^ has constant 
mean curvature. 
Proof: Let {ei,e2,63} be an orthonormal frame adapted to S and Q be the Gauss 
map of S defined by 
g -^es-.S-^ IHP. 
Let {cji,cj2，cj3} and {0^,0'^} be the local orthonormal coframes on S and IHP， 




E 识 ] ⑴ ] M + E 劣 ⑶ ^ . 
3 j b 
Then it suffices to prove that 究：=0 for all a = 1, 2. As 63 is the position 
vector of IHP, {61,62} can serve as an orthonormal frame for IHP at 63. Using the 
equation 
de^ = cjgei + 0；知 2, 
we know 
『 r = = h 似 u/ 
for a = 1, 2, which implies 
‘ Q- = ha,. 
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for a = 1,2 and i = 1,2, 3. Therefore 
(1.2.1) dhai = ^ haijUjj + ^ hajUl + ^ 如 
3 j b 
where hajk is the convariant derivative of haj. Moreover according to the second 
structural equation 
duj^ = f\ cjJ. + 0；! A 
I t follows that 
7 代 = < 
Differentiating the above equation and comparing wi th equation (1.2.1) 
… E 啊 - E 牧 印 
j j b 
= d Q t 
二 dhai 
= h . m j U j j + Y^ ⑴i + h.biut 
j 3 b 
Then we get Qfj = h.aij and hence 
口 S = =几 H„, 
？: i 
Since S has constant mean curvature, H。, = 0 for a - 1,2, this implies that Q is 
harmonic. • 
Now we states some useful theorems on Minkowski 3-space in the following. 
T h e o r e m 1 . 8 ([CT][HTTW]) suppose M o / M F IS an entire spacelike constant 
mean curvature H〉0 hypersurface which is the graph ofu. Then the Gauss map 
Q is a harmonic map to M^ so that 
Q{M) = Conv(L,J 
where Lu is a dosed subset in the ideal boundary of M^, and Conv(L, , ) is the 
convex hull of Ly, 
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Theorem 1.9 (Uniformization Theorem for s imply connected surfaces) 
Let S he a simply connected Riemmann surface. Then S is conformally equivalent 
to one and only one of the following three 
1. CU {oo} 
2. C 
S. ID) := {z e C : |2| < 1}. 




T h e o r e m 1 . 1 0 Suppose there exist two symmetric 2 tensors, 
2 2 
I = X](叫)2 II = Z]"力.叫 
？ i , j = l 
—统 the uJi, UJ2 are linearly independent differential 1-forms depending on 2 
variables, and /?力.="力：are functions of these 2 variables. Then a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a spacelike hypersurface to exist in M^'^ with I and II as 
7:力s first and second fundamejital forms is : I and II satisfy the Gauss-Codazzi 
equations 
(1.10a) Rijki = hiihjk - hikhji 
and 
m 
(1.10b) — hikj = ^ [huTjik + hijTuk 一 huTkij — hikTuj^ 
—舰 Tijk is the Levi-Civita connection determmed by I and Ri讽 is the cor-
responding curvature tensor. Moreover any two such hypersurfaces m M^'^ are 
related by a Lorentz motion. 
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1.3 Preliminaries from analysis 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 1 Let f { z ) he analytic and different from zero for 0 < ri < |z| < 
oo. Suppose that for every path 7 which diverges to infinite，the length 0/7 is not 
fi金乂 under the metric \f(z)\\dz\'^. Then f ( z ) has at most, a pole at infinity. 
尸 roo/ : Since /(2；) 0 on 0 < n < |2| < 00, l o g \ f ( z ) \ is harmonic. Let C； be a 
contour of radius r > r i on C and 
where u{z) = l o g \ f { z ) \ . Taking u{z) = u(z) 一 浩 log 问，then u is harmonic on 
0 < n < Iz! < 0 0 and 
f du f du 1 a f , 
i ^ l心丨 =人 &丨心丨 + ‘ 人 网 
= 0 . 
Therefore we can find a harmonic v 011 0 < r ! < |之| < oo such that u + iv is 
analytic on 0 < n < |之| < oo. The Laurent expansion o i u + iv on 0 < n < < 
00 is given by 
—1 00 
n=-oo n=0 
where the first summation gives a bounded an analytic function on 0 < n < 
之I < 00 and the second one gives an analytic function on C. Note that u(z)= 
况 ( { ^⑷ + iv(z)) + § log |2| on 0 < r i < 丨之丨 < oo, so we get 
全 log|/(2:)| = ^u(z) 
=o.logjzl + h(z)-hH(2) 
where h(z) is harmonic and bounded for n < r? < < 00 and H{z) is harmonic 
in the finite plane |2；| < oo. Choosing a positive integer N > a and an entire 
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function G(z) such that 况(G(2；)) = II(z), then for any \z\ > r^, 
e去log 1/⑷ I = ⑷ e 付 ⑷ 
二 〜G(叫 
for some positive constant M. Choose a suitable branch for which the function 
w - F{z) =「〜、。d$ 
Jo 
is well-defined and entire, then F(0) = 0. Observe that there is a single-valued 
branch 
c � = 
in a neighborhood of 2 = 0 and ('(0) 0 as F(0) = 0. This implies the inverse 
of (^，z{Q exists in a neighborhood of ( = 0. This inverse in fact is defined on 
C. Suppose there exist a largest circle |(| < R where z(Q can be extended, then 
we can find a (〇 G C with |(o| = R and z(^) cannot be extended over (〇 .Let 
=力Co, 0 S , < 1 be a curve on C and 7 be its inverse image in the plane, so 
〜G ⑷丨丨心 I = f \F'(z)\\dz\ 
J ^  J 'y 
= 广 . 
If 7 can be extended to infinity, then for some point on it would be in the region 
2；! > ri and the length of 7 under the metric \f{z)\\dz\'^ wil l be finite. Therefore 
7 does not diverge to infinity and we can find a sequence of points Zn on 7 such 
that Zn tends to zq for some finite zq. The images of this sequence wil l tend to Co 
in the (-plane. Using the fact that F'{zo) = z。G(zo) • q, we extend 2(C) over (0 
which contradicts to our choice of Co- Hence 2(() is defined in the whole (-plane. 
In addition, for 2:(Ci) = z((2), we have ( f + i = That means each value is 
taken on at most N -{- 1 times and 2(() must be a polynomial. Noting that the 
kerhal of contains only ( = 0 in the (-plane, we can write z(() = for 
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some integer k. Combining this result with z'(0) = i + 0’ we can conclude 
that A 0 and k = 1. The results followed are 
F{z) = — and G being a constant. 
The same is true for H{z). Thus \f(z)\ < near infinity for some constant 
M l and f { z ) has at most a pole at infinity. • 
Corollary 1.12 The only complete and flat metric: on C is the Euclidean metric. 
Proof: One can check that is a complete and flat metric on C iff Aqw = 0 
on C. Then we can find a harmonic function v on C such that g = w iv is 
analytic on C so is / = Using the assumption \f\\dz\'^ = is complete 
on C, it follows from theorem 1.11 that f has at most a pole at infinity. Since f 
is entire, one can conclude that / is a polynomial. Moreover | / | = e?切 does not 
vanish on C so / , and hence w, must be constant. 口 
The following theorems will be stated without proof in this thesis. Readers 
can find their proofs from the references stated after. 
Theorem 1.13 (Generalized maximum principle) [CY2] Let M he a cow,-
p/ete nonmmpact manifold with Ricci curvature hounded below by —K, for some 
constant K > 0. Let u he a C^ function on M. 
(1) Suppose that u satisfies the differential inequality Au > f ( u ) , where f is a 
continuous function with the property that 
for some positive continuous funcMon g, which is nondecreasing on [a, oo) 
/ o r some a and / ( / " ( r ) ) ] " 〈 ^ 介厂 some b > a. Then u is hounded 
Jb J a 
,from, above. 
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(2) Suppose that u is hounded from, above, then there is a sequence of points Xk 
in M such that 
l im u{xk) = sup n, 
K — OO JLF 
l i m \Vu(x]^)\ = 0， 
k—^oo 
and 
l im Au{xk) < 0. 
k oo 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 4 ([GT]) Let M he a complete Riemannian manifold and F(.T, U) 
he a -funcUon on M x M. such that 
dF 
— > 0 for all (.T, u) e M X R. 
du 
If there exist functions "ip and ' i j j in CO(M)r]Hi(M) such that il； < and satisfying 
< F ( . t , and > F(x, f ) 
weakly, then there exists u E C°°{M) such that 
AMU = F(.T, U) and IP < u < x/J. 
The functions ^ and ip are called sub-solution and supersolution respectively. 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 5 [GT] Let u he harmonic in a domain ft and Q! he any compact 
subset of Q. Then for any multi-index a we have 
sup D u < —— sup u 
\ d J Q 
where d = dist{p!, dO) is the largest distance between Q! and ^t. 
T h e o r e m 1.16 (Asco l i -Arze la) If a sequence (/„,) of complex functions on a 
com,pact set A is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, then ( / „ ) has a uniformly 
convergent subsequence. 
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T h e o r e m 1 . 1 7 [GT] Any hounded sequence of harmonic functions on a domain 
ft contains a subsequence converging uniformly on com,pact subdomains of Q to a 
harmonic function. 
Theorem 1.18 (Liouville's Theorem) A function which is analytic and hounded 
in the whole plane must reduce to a constant. 
Theorem 1.19 (Sobolev Inequality) [GT] Let Q C R"' he a domain satisfying 
a uniform, interior cone condition, (that is, there exists a fixed cone KQ such that 
each X ^ FL is the vertex of a cone KQ{T) C Q and congruent to KQ), then there 
is an imbedding 
^np/(n-M(Q) for kp < n 
C 妥(n) forO<m.<k-^ 
where C妥(Q) = {u e C 爪 : D 〜 G for |q| < m } . 
Theorem 1.20 (Holder Inequality) [GT] Let n C IT be a hounded domain. 
Let p, q he any positive integers satisfying - + - = 1 . For any positive e and real 
• ^ ' P q ‘ 
num.hers a and b, then 
(1.20) a b S e c f + e -hq . 
Theorem 1.21 (L^-estimate) [GT] Let u e iyi’2(f]) he a weak solution of the 
equation Au = f in Q, C and the function f e VK、2 (q)，k> l . Then for any 
suhdommn Q! C C 11； we have u 6 and 
forC = C(n,n). 
Theorem 1.22 (Super-mean value inequality) [CT] Letc<0 and 0 <0 < 
1. Assum^e that the Poincare 
• [ \ f - f \ ' d V < c y f \Df\'dV 
JB{x,r) J B(x’r) 
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where f = f f dV and r < RQ and the Soholev inequality 
J B[x,r) 
f f * i d v ) “ S c s f \Df\dV 
\JBix,r) / JB{x,r) 
hold with constants Cp and Cs for functions supported in some B{xo,Rq). Sup-
pose M satisfies the volume condition YO\B{X, r) < C2r" for r < B'^^R and 
<^-1，只)C B(xo, Ro). Then there are constants po(Cp, c^, C2, n, RQ, 0) > 0 and 
c(cp,cs,c2,n, Ro^e) > 0 such that given any W^'^ supersolution u > 0 satisfying 
Au < cu 
in B(x, 19-1，i?) and 0 < p < po, there holds 
( 1 /• \ p 





After introducing most necessary materials, we are now ready to start the main 
content of this thesis. In this chapter, we aim to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 Let 龟=(f)dz^ he a holomorphic quadratic differential on C. The 
system, of equations 
Aw = e2切 一 2也 
(2.1) < 1 
is a complete metric on C 
\ 
has a unique smooth solution w on C, provided $ is not identically zero. 
We wil l first solve another similar problem on a Poincare disk Then 
a unique C⑴ solution of problem (2.1) can be obtained by decomposing C into 
two intersected siibdomains and on C such that and ft2 have the unit 
disk P as their universal cover. 
Moreover, one can prove that any "complete" harmonic map from C into IHI 
can be regarded as the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean curvature cut in 
M P . This problem can be transferred to the existence and uniqueness of problem 
(2.1). 
27 
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2.1 Solution on the Poincare disk B 
To prove the existence and uniqueness of solution on C, we wil l first restrict the 
system of equations (2.1) on the Poincare disk. Then we can solve the equation 
on C by the method of exhaustion. 
Denote the Poincare disk with Poincare metric by (ID), ds^) where 
dSp 二 4(1 — Then, for a harmonic map u : P ~~> the energy 
densities can be written as 
, 2 (1- du(、2 , . 2 (1一1斤)2 〜、2 
du\Y 二 — —[z) and \\du\\^ = ^ ^ [ z ) . 
( l - K z ) P ) ' d z � ( 1 - K 2 ) | 2 ) ' 
The Hopf differential ^ of u wil l become 
, 、 o 4 du, .du, , , 9 
雞 二 I T T ^ 石 ⑷ 石 喊 
and we can define the (pointwise) norm of Hopf Differential ^ = (j){z)dz^ with 
respect to the metric by 
i l - Z 
By using the Bochner formula for ||加丨| and the fact that 
we obtain the equation 
(2.1.1) � w = — 一 1 
where w — log du and A „ = (1 — z ^ __ is the Laplacian of the Poincare 
ozoz 
metric. 
The target of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.2 Given any holomorphic quadratic differential 少 on 10，there is a 
unique solution w of the system of equations 
ApW = e2切 ||<|)||2e-2^  - 1 
(2.2) II 亞 < 1 
e^'^dSp is a complete metric on ID). 
To prove the uniqueness of solution, we need some preparation. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 3 Let h he a non-negative continuous function defined on a dommn 
r i C C and w he a solution of 
(2.3) Ao^ = e^- — 
in Q, where Aq is the Lapiarian of Euclidean metric, on C = satisfying 
(1) 0 < he-她 < 1, and that 
(2) e^^ldzl"^ is a com,plete metric on Q. 
Then for any other smooth solution v of equation (2.3), we have v < w. That is, 
w is the greatest smooth solution of equation (2.3) on Q. 
Proof : For a solution v of equation (2.3), let r] = v - w, then 
(2.1.2) 八0" = e2幻-h^e-^^ 一 e^ - + hh^"". 
Denote the Laplaciaii of the complete metric by A = e—^^Ao, then the 
Gaussian curvature K of this metric is given by 
貪〜 A Q l o g 一 〜 A 。 l o g e 2 \ 
(e-)2 2e2- 丄 十 e . 
Since he-她 < 1，the Gaussian curvature of the metric e^'^ldz]^ is bounded below. 
Multiplying equation (2.1.2) by we have the equation 
A r j = e2巧一 l / f e — — 1 + |//|2 
(2.1'.3) > e2” —e—2” —1’ 
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where 0 < l/vf - < l . 
Then by generalized maximum principle 1.13, T] is bounded from above and there 
is a sequence (zk) in f i such that 
l im r](zk) = f j = sup7/ and l im Ar]{zk) < 0. 
k—*oo fc —> oo 
Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
l im |",|2(2a；) = < 1. 
k—^oo 
Evaluating equation (2.1.3) at Zk and letting k oo, we get 
0 > e2疗一a2e—2々 一 1 + 
= ( e 2 力一 l ) ( l + a2e-2力)， 
Since the second term of the above equation is positive, e^^ < 1 and this implies 
f j < 0 OT V < w. • 
Corollary 2.4 Let h he a non-negative continuous function defined on a domain 
Q C C. Then there is at most one smooth solution of (2.S) in Q satisfying 
(1) 0 < he-她 < 1 and 
(2) is a complete metric on Q. 
Proof : I t is obvious that any smooth solutions w and w of problem (2.3) in Q 
satisfy w <w and w < w. Hence w = w and the result follows. • 
Proof ..(of theorem 2.2) 
Uniqueness : 
Let = P and h = for any solution w of equation (2.1.1), take 
. w = w + Uog(4{l-\z\')-'), 
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then 
Aow = Aoti; + 4( l — |之|2)-2 
So w) is a solution of equation (2.3). Since = e^^ds^ and l ^pe"^ " "= 
|<l>||e—2w on by corollary 2.4, the problem (2.2) has at most one solution. In 
fact, this solution is the greatest solution of equation (2.1.1). 
Existence : 
We first assume that sup ||少 11(^ 0 is finite, and write 
zei 
a = sup 11^11(2). 
Consider the C⑴-function 
= e 2 ⑶ — , | | 2 ( 2 ) e - 2 切 - 1 
on ® X R, then 
QP 
— = 2 e 2切（1 + > 0 for all (2，w;) G P x R. 
OIU 
Since (ID),oJsp 
is a complete Riemannian manifold, if we can find a sub- and 
super-solution for F, then the existence of solution for 
(2.1.4) Apt/; 二 作， 
is guaranteed by theorem 1.14 for sub- and super-solution. I t is easy to see that 
- l i 1 + V l + 4a2 妙二 ^ l o g ^ 2 ^ 
is a supersolvition for equation (2.1.4). On the other hand, the function ip = 
log+ $11 
is a svibsohition for equation (2.1.4), where 
( 
, , log ll^ll if \ \M > 1 
log十I丨列= — 
• [ 0 if II屯II < 1. 
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To see this, we observe that can be written as = max{0, ^ log and 
— — 2 1 
i t is obvious that 0 is a subsolution. So it remains to show that - log ||<1>|| is a 
subsolution. In fact 
〜 ( i log ,11) — e2(log_)/2 + ||$||2g-2(log||^||)/2 + 1 
2 
1 (1 — 2 2)2 I 
= ^ A p log 10 
> 0 weakly as (p is holomorphic. 
Therefore ip is a. subsolution for equation (2.1.4). Finally, it is easy to see that 
ip < 'ip. So by theorem 1.14 of sub- and supersolution, there is a smooth function 
on © satisfying equation (2.1.4) 
ApW = e2切一|<^ >|2e—2切 一 1 
and 
0 < - log+ < ^ < 2 g 2 . 
The last inequality leads to < 1 and lu > 0 which implies 
e'-dsl > dsl 
Hence e^'^ds^ is complete on P. 
Now we remove the boundedness condition of |<1>|(2；) on P and cover P with a 
sequence of domains having bounded quadratic differentials. Let k be any integer, 
we define a sequence of domains on P by 
Dk = {zeB\ d{z) <k} = {zeM\ 1^1 < Rk} 
1 + 2 
where d(z) = log is the Poincare distance function from the origin and 
1 — z 
e 知 — 1 
Rk = —, < 1. Then we have 
+ 1 
oo 
D i C - - - C D k C Dk+i C ••• C P and Dk = P. 
k=i 
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Since cj) is holomorphic on P and for each k, Dk C Dk C Dk+i C P, 
is bounded on Dk. On each Dk, consider the corresponding Poincare metric 
,2 _ 2 
〜二 [Rl - |Z12)2 , 
I I^ IUW :=(树4二2'丨〒丨树幼 
Jc 
is bounded on Dk- Using the same technique as in the case for we can check 
that, for each k, there is a unique C°° solution lUk on Dk to the problem 
‘ Awk = e2化& — | ( / f e — o n Dk 
< 切 < 1 on Dk 
(L>fc，e2A|ob|2) is complete. 
\ 
Moreover, lUk satisfies 
4 4 
To see this, let w^ = Wk — \ log { ^R l {R l - Then Wk is a solution of the 
problem 
(2.2) II 剩 ke-2 叫 < 1 
is a complete metric on Dk 
where Ap，k is the Laplacian with respect to the Poincare metric on Dk. Similar 
arguement as in the case for P with bounded quadratic differential makes Wk > 0. 




- { R l -
on Dk as Wk > 0. Similar method can be used to obtain equation (2.1.5). Since 
Dk+ i〕Dk, the restriction of Wk+i on Dk is a solution to the equation 
. AtD = - H2e-26 
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on Dk. A t the same time, Wk is also a solution of the above equation and It/zp 
is a complete metric on D^. By theorem 2.3, w^+i < w^ on Dk which implies, 
in consequence, Wk+j < for all non-negative integer j . For any fixed Zq € 
Dk, {wk+j{zo)) is a monotone decreasing sequence w i th g^ u'fc+jCzo) bounded below 
4 . 
by — so the sequence of functions (wk+j) converges to a function w 
(1 _ zo ) 
point wisely on Dk. 
Now we show that there is a subsequence (wf.) such that 
w k ^ w in 
That is to say, for any compact subset /C C ID) and sufficiently large k with /C C 
\Wk - w\\c^{K.) — 0 . 
Note that any compact subset AC C ID) can be covered by a D^ for some integer 
k. Therefore we can reduce the problem to JC = Dk for some integer k. 
Given any Dk, choose a disk Bk such that Dk C Bj, C C D^+i . Then Bk 
satisfies the uniform interior cone condition and 
McHDk) < IHlc^iB,) < 
by the Sobolev Inequality (1.19). Substituting f = A n into the elliptic interior 
Z/^-estimate (1.21), we have 
(2.1.6) IMIvy…，2⑴'）< C(||u||H/I,2(Q) + ||Aw||vy£’2…)) 
for some C = C{I, Q, FL') where 0! C C Q. 
Let be a subsequence of {wm) on Dk. Then by definition 
Differentiating the above equation, we have 
.V(Awk+j+2) = 2(e2�…+2 + 如+奸 2 ) • � “ — 利 2. 
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Since is smooth, is bounded on compact subsets on C. Moreover 
2wk+j+2〉 f on 15u 




< C(k){\\lUk+j+2\\LHD,+,) + \\V(AWk+j+2)\\LHD,+r)) 
< C{k){l + • 
Applying an interior L^-estimate (1.21) and iterating the procedure, we get 
Combining this result and the Sobolev inequality (2.1.6), we conclude that 
WWcHD,) < C(k) 
if \\iUk+j+2\\w^'^{Dk+i) < C{k). So it remains to estimate \\wk+j+2\\w^'^{Dk+i)- Fix 
a positive function y? G C^(Dk+2) such that = 1 on Dk+i. Then 
^ Dk+2 J Dk + 2 
as < 1 on Dk+2. i.e. 
/ V{ip^Wk+j+2) • VWit+j+2 < 0. 
Using integration by parts, this inequality becomes 
/ < - 2 / (pWk+j+2V(p • WWk+j+2 
•J Dk+2 J Dk+2 
J Dk + 2 
By Holder inequality (1.20) and letting e = | and p = q = 2, we get 
J Dk+2 J Dk+2 V / 
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which can be rewritten as 
J Dk女2 • ^•C'fc + 2 
Since = 1 on 
/ < / < C(k) / \Wk+j+2\^. 
Dk+i J Dk+2 J Dk+2 
The second inequality comes from the boundedness of |V(/?p on Dk+2 for the (p 
chosen. Hence 
< C{k)\\Wk+3\\LHD,+2)-
We have just proved, for any k, 
for all positive integers j . Therefore the derivatives of {wk) are uniformly bounded 
on compact subsets of C. Applying the Ascoli-Arzela theorem 1.16 and a diagonal 
trick, one can find a subsequence of (wk) which converges to w in This 
w also satisfies 
Aid = - 101 
on P. Since e^W > 4/(1 — |z |〒 for all k, (P, e^^l^/zp) is also complete. Hence 
the smooth function w given by 
is a solution of (2.1). This completes the proof. • 
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2.2 Solution on the complex plane C 
In this section, we prove theorem 2.1 by separating C into two subdomains. We 
first extend the result of theorem 2.2 to the case that the domains which have a 
disk as universal covering. 
Proposition 2.5 Suppose that fl is a domain in C such that C\Q, contains more 
than one point. Then for any holomorphic quadratic differential $ — (f)(z、dz"^ on 
Q, there exist a unique smooth function w such that e^^ldzl"^ is a complete metric 
on Ct and satisfies 
Aow = e^ ^ — 2 切 
on Q, where Aq 二 4——— is the LaplarAan with respect to the Euclidean metric, 
ozoz 
Proof : Since C\Q contains more that one point, the universal covering" surface of 
Q is a disk Then, there is a holomorphic covering V : P ——^ Q and a properly 
discontinuous subgroup F of the mobius group on P of such that f l = P/F. 
Therefore, for any holomorphic quadratic differential $ = on Vt, there is 
a lift ing of holomorphic quadratic differential ^ of $ such that 
^ = on P. 
In local coordinates, for any 7 in the covering group F on HD of f i ,少=i{ j (z)dz '^ 
wil l satisfy the equation 
Since ^ is a holomorphic quadratic differential on P, by theorem 2.2, there is a 
unique smooth mapping w) on P such that 
ApW = 1 
(2.2.1) < 1 
. e^^dSp is complete metric on P. 
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Moreover e^^ > 1 for all 2 G Using the fact that F is a covering group on 
we have, for any 7 G F 
l 2 」 ; ( ( 1 { | 2 = r i ^ and 例 ⑷ = 妙 ⑷ 
for all 2 G P. Consider the smooth mapping tu o 7 on P with 7 G F, then 
M � � 7 ⑷ ） 二 (^^ISf)((〜釣⑷)) 
2 
= ( i - k H ((八。叫 
二（A — ) (7 ⑷） 
= ^ 2 w o j ( z ) _ II少 ||2(7(2))e-2化7⑷—1 
and 
= ( ( 1 _ 丨：⑷丨2)) | 4 。 7 ( # 2 
= ( 綱 | 2 ) hAo 刺 
= I I少 | | 2 ⑷ 
which imply w) o 7 satisfies the first part of (2.2.1). Also 
= ( 1 — ; 丨 〒 
= 4 | 7 ' � I 2 
( 1 -丨7⑷ |2) 
- e诚。、 d s l . 
Therefore w 07 satisfies the second part of (2.2.1). Hence w) 07 is also a solution 
of equation (2.2.1). By uniqueness of solution for equation (2.2.1), we have, for 
any 7 G T, 
‘ w = lu o 'y on P. 
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So there is a unique smooth s : Q ——E such that 
w = s oV. 
Since P is a local isometry with respect to the hyperbolic metrices, we get 
where Ap^ Q and are the Laplacian on and the norm of 少 with respect 
to the hyperbolic metric on Q respectively. Using the fact that the hyperbolic 
metric ds"^^ is conformal to there is a smooth mapping w on such that 
since w; > 0 and hence s > 0. Take w on Q, as above, then is a complete 
metric on Q. Write e^^ = A^e^^ for some A^ > 0, then 
AqW = AQS + 入2 
= 入 2 〜，J7S + A2 
= A 2 ( e 2 s _ 一 1) + 入2 
which implies that lu is the required solution on Q. • 
Now, we prove the existence part of theorem 2.1 with the previous result by 
the method of sub- and super-solution again. 
Proof ;(of theorem 2.1) Since (/> is a holomorphic function which is not identically 
zero, (f) has isolated zeros on C and we can find a disk DR〗with radius R2 > 0 
such that (j) has no zeros in D^^. Without loss of generality, we may assume the 
center is the origin. Then choose > 0 wi th 0 < i^i < and let 
i l l = {2 e C I < R2} and = {2 e C I 〉 
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Since and contains more than one point, by theorem 2.5，there are 
two smooth functions, Wi and W2 on and Q2 respectively, such that 
AoiVi = e2切t - on Q,； 
and e2购丨dzp is a complete metric on Qi for i = 1,2. Define a function on C by 
( 
mf{wi,w2} on ill n 
LUE = WI on n 
W2 on 
\ 
By completeness of W2, w) tends to infinity as z goes to the inner boundary of 
1 2 
r^ i n CL2 therefore We is continuous and We G W^^^  (C). And obviously We is a 
supersolution of the equation 
(2.2.2) Aow = -
in distributional sense. Consider the compact region = {z G C | i?' < \z\ < 
R"} C ri, where Ri < R' < R" < R2, 0 is a non-zero function on IZ. Since W2 is 
bounded on 71 and (f)(z) • 0 for all z e1Z, there is a constant c > 0 such that 
i log 101 > W2 — c on IZ. 
Define Ws on C by 
, 、 / if 1^ 1 < R" 
Ws{z)= < 
Siip{| l o g \ ( f ) ( z ) \ , W 2 { z ) - c} if |2：| > R' 
then Ws is a well-defined function on C. We wil l show that Wg is a subsolution to 
the equation (2.2.2). In fact, when Ws{z) = - log 
2-s) = ^Aolog 丨 
1 1 -=-Aolog>+ -Aolog(/) 
‘ > 0 weakly as 小 is holomorphic. 
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When Ws(z) = W2(z) — c, 
- + = 八 — 切2-2c + |於12^-2^；广2c 
(2.2.3) > 0. 
Therefore w^ is a siibsohition of equation (2.2.2). Moreover, vising < 1 
on and |(/)|2e—2奶 < 1 on we can check that, by choosing large enough c, 
Wg < We. Using the method of sub- and supersolution again, we can show that 
there is a smooth function w on C such that 
Aow = e ' 切 - M ' e - ' ^ 
and Ws < 10 < We^  which implies further that < 1 on C. To prove that 
is a complete metric on C, let a(s) be a curve in C diverging to oo. Then 
near infinity 
f e识 \dz\ > f \dz\ 
J a J ot 
> e - c ^ V 卞 2|. 
Since is a complete metric on , is also a complete metric on 
C. • 
Proposition 2.6 Let w 6 he the solution obtained in theorem, 2.1, then 
either < 1 everywhere or w is a constant function and (f) is a nonzero 
constant. 
Proof : By theorem 2.1, g = ds^ = is a complete metric on The 
Gaussian curvature of g, Kg = _1 + |0|2e—satisf ies -1 < Kg < 0 on R^ since 
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w satisfies < 1. By using the conditions of equation (2.1)， 
二 —A“—1 + H 2 e - , 
= 〜 ( l o g | 0 | 2 e - 4 - ) - | 0 |V1V log ’ ( |0 |2e -4 - ) |2 
< - | < / > | 2 e - - A , ( l o g H V ” 
- 4 ( 1 — 
= 4 ( - i g 
As -Kg > 0 and Ag{~Kg) < 4{-Kg), by mean-value inequality, the set {z e C 
Kg{z) = 0} is open in C. On the other hand, because Kg is continuous on C, 
the set {z G C I Kg(z) — 0} is also closed on C. Combining two cases, we have 
either Kg < Q on C or /C"三 0 on C. 
For Kg <0 on C, —l+|(/)|2e—— < 0 everywhere on C which implies |(/)|e-2切 < 1 
everywhere on C. For i^p 三 0 on C, one proved in corollary 1.12 that the complete 
and flat metric on C which in turns implies lu is constant. Moreover, 
with the constant function w, we can get \(f)\{z) = e^^ on C. Therefore cj) is an 
entire function with non-zero constant amplitude by Liouville Theorem, (j) is 
a non-zero constant function on C. • 
We mentioned in theorem 1.7 in chapter 1 that the Gauss map of a parabolic 
constant mean curvature cut S C M ” is harmonic. On the other hand, any 
complete harmonic map from C into IH in the sense of (2.1) can be regarded as 
the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean curvature cut in M幻 . T o see this, for 
any parabolic constant mean curvature cut 5, by uniformization theorem, there 
is a coriformal difFeomorphism from C onto S. By theorem 1.7 and the conformal 
invariance, the Gauss map of S can be considered as a harmonic map from C 
into M. Then we 
can associate a holomophic quadratic differential on C for each 
S and the differential depends only on the equivalent class of isometric surfaces 
of 'S. Therefore we can define a map A from the set S of equivalent classes of 
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parabolic constant mean curvature cuts into the space Q D of equivalent classes of 
non-zero holomorphic quadratic differentials on C under the action of the Mobius 
group. This A is one-to-one and onto. 
T h e o r e m 2.7 A : ^ ^ Q D is one-to-one and onto. 
Proof : Let be a parabolic constant mean curvature cut, u be the harmonic 
map associated to S, which is formed by the composition of the uniformizing map 
and the Gauss map of S, and 中(2) = (i)[z)dz^ be its Hopf differential. Then 
w = ^ log \\du\\^ 
is well-defined on C, and e^^'ldzp is the induced metric on S. The Bochner 
formula (1.5a) of the harmonic u becomes 
(2.2.4) 二 e2⑶-
and the Riemannian manifold is complete since S is complete. 
On the other hand, given 少 = ( f ) d z ^ G QD, let w be the unique solution for 
the problem (2.1). Consider the two symmetric 2-tensors on C 
(2.2.5) I = I I = hi jdxidxj. 
Here hij are given by the following equations: 
hn + "22 = 2e2切， hu - "22 = 2况(0) and h^ = -^{(t>). 
For the symmetric 2-tensors in the form of (2.2.5), one can check that the Gauss 
equation (1.10a) can be translated to equation (2.2.4) and the Codazzi equation 
(1.10b) is eqivalent to the Cauchy-Riemann equations for (j). In fact, letting 
= e^dxi, UJ2 = e'^dx2 and h^j = e—2切/?力•，these two 2-tensors can be written as 
• I = ( ⑷ 2 + (0；2) and I I = hi jduiduj. 
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Then cjis = ^ i j ^ j and a;i2 = - — d x i + — Using the assumptions 
7 + 糊 7 . r —况⑷ 
= ^ ^ ， and h22 = 
we get 
dujis = d(h,iiui + hi2 ⑴ 2) 
= e (况⑷F +浏公h ^ ^ T—e"' A dx2 
V \ dx2 dxi dx2 dxi ‘ dx^ ) 
duj23 = d{h2iUJi + h22 ⑴ 2) 
= e a ~ ~ + ^ + 77-e ]dxi A dx2 
V ^ dxi ' dx2 dxi dx2 ) dx^ / ^ 
and 
u;nAa;i3 + c^i2Ac^23 = ( - + + A dx2 
V 0X2 dxi^ J 
UJ21 A 0；13 + 0；22 A 0；23 = ( ― 秘+ 况 ( ( / > ) # — 例 
V dxi \ ' dxi \ , dT,2 丨) 
Comparing coefficients of each terms, we obtain that I and I I satisfy the Codazzi 
equation 
2 
如3 = ^ ⑴ij A UJj2, 
if and only if 
棚 ⑷ _ d%(t)) 】 d^U) 
^ ~ ；^ and = 
0x2 dxi dxi 3x2 . 
That 
is to say, they satisfy the Codazzi equation iff (f) is holomorphic. Similarly, 
we can check that the curvature tensors by 
2 1 2 
_c/a;i2 + Y ^ CJij A UJj2 = 2YI 尺 A LJj. 
•7=1 i,j=l 
Then 
/ d'^ w d'^ w� 1 
+ 彻 1 A dx2 = A dor,2 — Ruudxi A dx2) 
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and 
R1212 = -e^'^Aow. 
On the other hand, 
~ —• ~ ~ — 2 ~ — 
12^'321 一 ^'311 ^ '322 = ("12) 一 
--e-2切(e2切-|0|e-2，. 
Hence I and I I satisfy the Gauss equation (1.10a) iff 
Aoiu = e2 切—|0|e-2 切. 
Therefore, I and I I satisfy the Gauss and Codazzi equations. One can construct, 
by theorem 1.10, locally a spacelike surface, unique up to Lorentz motion, in 
M^ i with first and second fundamental forms equal to I and II, respectively. The 
global solution surface S exists due to the fact that C is simply connected. Since 
S is complete with respect to the metric one can prove (in [W]) that 
5 is a complete parabolic constant mean curvature H = 1 cut, with holomorphic 
quadratic differential of Gauss map <l>. Hence A is bijective. • 
Chapter 3 
Harmonic Diffeomorphisms into 
迎 2 
In the previous chapter, we have proved the existence and uniqueness of solution 
to the system of equations (2.1). W i t h these theorems, we can obtain further 
results oil harmonic map from C to IHP. Especially, we have 
Theorem 3.1 For any holomorphic, quadratic differential <l> = cfxiz) on C，if (j) is 
not a constant, then there is a harmonic diffeomorphism, u from C into its image 
on P such that its Hopf differential is 
3.1 The case from ED onto ® 
As in the previous chapter, we wil l start our proof by considering the case that the 
domain is ID) first. In this section, we wi l l denote the set of holomorphic quadratic 
differential on ® wi th sup \\^\\{z) < oo by BQD{M). I f we define the norm of ^ 
zEB 
by 
I歪IIqd = sup II少 11(2), 
zGD 
then BQD{^) is a Banach space. 
46 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 2 For any ^ e BQD{B), there is a smooth w : ED ^ E satisfies 
the system, of equations 
ApW - - I I屯 | |2e—- 1 
(2.2) < 1 
e^'^dsi is a complete metric on ID). \ ‘ 
For such w, there exists a constant k < 1, which depends only on such 
that 
< A: < 1. 
ze© 
Proof : For any G BQI?(JI])), by theorem 2.2 in the previous chapter, we can 
find a unique solution to the system of equations (2.2) and 1 < e^^ < Ci for some 
positive constant Cj. Then the complete metric e^^ds^ is quasi-isometric to the 
hyperbolic metric ds^ ^ on ® in the sense that 
^dsl < e'-dsl < cdsl 
for some positive constant C2. Let K be the Gaussian curvature of the metric 
e ^ d s l and |/i| 二 2切 < 1. Then 
= — l + l",|2 
where A is the Laplacian of the metric e^ds l , so - 1 < A' < 0. Similar calculation 
、 as proposition 2.6 leads to 
H-K)<A[-K). 
As e ^ d s l is quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic metric dsl, by super-mean value 
inquality (1.22), we get 
( / - K f < C { - K { z ) ) 
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for some 0 < p < 1 and constant C independent of z, where BR{Z) is the geodesic 
ball of radius r center at z of the metric e^^ds^. In order to complete the prove, 
we wil l show that there is an i? > O.siich that / -K > 1 for all 2 on P. Then 
Jbr{Z) — 
we get 
1 < [ -K<CP{-K(z)y 
JBr{z) 
for all z on P. Then we can find a <5 > 0 such that - K [ z ) > <5 on P. Hence we 
obtain, for all z on P, 
1  列 e-2- 二 
< Vi < 1. 
Now we remain to show that there is an > 0 such that / { - K ) > 0 for 
JBniz) 一 
all z on ID). Applying the Gauss-Bonnet theorem to the geodesic ball Br(z) with 
respect to the metric e^^ds^, we have 
I kg+ K = 277 
JdBriz) JBriz) 
where kg is the geodesic curvature of dBr{z). The first variation formula of length 
gives 
f 
丁 Lr(z) = / kg. 
dr JdBriz) 
Let V{Br) is the volume of B ” then 
and hence 
(f r 
Since e'^ '^ ds^ is quasi-isometric to ds^, and the volume of geodesic ball in ds} 
growth exponentially, there exists a positive constant R such that, for any 2 6 B, 
there exists some r with 0 < r < R and 
(p 
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The inequality 
/ (—K) > [ ( - K ) > 1 
JBr{z) JBriz) 
then follows as the Gaussian curvature K is non-positive. • 
Using the above theorem, we can prove that there exist a harmonic diffeomor-
phism from ID) onto itself with a given Hopf differential. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 3 For any 少 = ( p d z ^ G BQD{M), there is a harmonic diffeom,or-
phism, u from, (P, ds^) onto itself with Hopf differential given by $ and which is 
normalized so that u(0) = 0 and u ( l ) = 1. 
Proof : We have proved in theorem 2.1 and theorem 3.2 that, given any $ = 
4>dz2 G BQDCB), there is a unique w € satisfies 
(i) ApW = — - 1, 
(ii) e - 2 l $ | | < k, and 
(iii) e^^ds^ is a complete metric on 
Letting = e-2切2成 then condition (ii) implies that supp |//,| < k < 1. By the 
theory of quasi-conformal mappings, there is a diffeomorphism u : ® > ID) such 
that 
(.X du _ 2 秘 
问 矿 e P 
(v) u is normalized so that w(0) = 0 and u ( l ) = 1. 
This fj, is called the complex dilatation of u. We wil l show that this u is the 
required harmonic diffeomorphism from ID) onto itself with Hopf differential $ = 
To achieve our target, we first construct a metric on the target so 
that u is harmonic. Then we wil l show that the metric crf(C)MC|2 we constructed 
is the Poincare metric on ID). 
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Since w is a diffeomorphism, we can assume the Jacobian of u always positive 
and hence ^ 0 for all 2 on ID. We define 
on the target disk P, where z = u ' ^ C ) and is the Poincare metric on ID). 
Then and are well-defined on ID) and the Hopf differential of u 
with respect to erf (C)MCI2 is 
咖 ) 心 2 = e - 2 V M - V 一 2 
Also, the target metric a'l{u)\du\'^ is complete on In fact, for any 2 E P, by 
(iv), we have 
=cTi (u)\uz dz + e'^'^p^^Uz dz 
=Hz" + 4>dz^ + (e2>2 + 
The eigenvalues of the symmetric 2-tensor 
are "2(e叨 + ||列e—切尸 and /^^(e^ - | | 到 | e — b y direct computation. Therefore 
we have 
> - \me--f\dz\' 
> (1 — W V 切 心 |2 
、 which implies that u*(orf{(;)\d(\'^) is a complete metric on P and so is 
Now we wil l show u is harmonic with respect to the metric cr?(C)MCP- From 
condition (iv), as (/> is holomorphic, 
0 = h 
= 她 
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where A = Uzz-\-2{\ogai)uU2Uz. Since a j is non-degenerate, it forces U^A + UZA = 
0. Using condition (ii) and the fact that Uz ^  0 on we get ^ = 0 or 
= 0. 
So w is a harmonic diffeomorphism from (ID), ds"^) onto N = with 
Hopf differential 小dz"^ and = e切 with respect to al\du\^. Then we claim 
that ai{u) = a{u) = 2(1 - is the density of the Poincare metric. Applying 
the Bochner formula to the harmonic diffeomorphism, we have 
Ap log ||(9w|| = - K M J { U ) + KM. 
Substituting J{u) = \\du\\^ — II列2||加II-2 二 一 ^^^ 仏 ,二 1 ^如 
the above equation, and comparing with condition (i), it is easy to see that 
Kn{u{z)) = - 1 for all z on P. Since the Gaussian curvatures of the target disk 
ID) with respect to the metric al{ii)\du\'^ and the Poincare metric a{u)\du\'^ are 
equal, by simple calculations, we can find 
(7 V^V 
Set f{u) = e" — 1 and u = log —. Since (P, is complete and its Gaussian 
a 
curvature Km is _1. The generalized maximum principle 1.13 implies that there 
is a sequence {zk) on such that 
limw(2;A；) = sup u and ^Apu(zk) < 0. 
^ P k — 
The second equation indicates that 
Im e+d - 1 < 0. 
k oo 
Combining with the first equation, which state that l im u(zk) > u(z) on ® we 
Ar—>oo — , 
have 
“ u{z) < l im u(zk) < 0 
k — OO 
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which implies ^ < 1 or o"! < a. Similar calculation, by exchanging the roles of 
CTi and cr, leads to another inequality 
o- < (Ji. 
Hence, cri 三 a on ID) and n is a harmonic diffeomorphism from ID) onto itself with 
Hopf differential (/)dz^ and \\du\\^ = e^^. • 
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3.2 Open harmonic embeddings from C into H 
Before reaching our proof of theorem 3.1, we first prove a simpler case. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 4 Given any holomorphic quadratic differential $ = (j)dz'^ on C， 
there is a harmonic map u from C to © such that its Hopf differential is 
Proof: We may assume $ is not identically zero, otherwise set u be any constant 
map. For any positive real number R, denote the open disk of radius R by 
= € C I < R} and write the restriction of $ on P/? as <J> ^ . Then 
<l>|皿尺 is a bounded quadratic differential on ID)/?. We have proved in theorem 
3.3 that there is an orientation preserving harmonic diffeomorphism UR from Bj i 
onto P with Wi^ (O) = 0. I t is known the that harmonicity of a map depends only 
on the conformal structure of the domain, so we can regard UR as a harmonic 
map from (ID)丑’ \dz\'^) to ID) though Poincare metric is considered in that theorem. 
As UR is a orientation preserving diffeomorphism, the (9-energy density of u 
2 du ‘ 
UR = 1 — 补 2 ^ never vanish and WR 二 log ||u/?J| is well-defined on ID)丑. 
The Bochner formula can be written in the form 
AoWB. = e 2 切 尺 -
due to the flat metric on (ID)仏 \dz\^). The positivity of the Jacobian J(UR) also 
gives the inequality 
and e 2 比 … i s also a complete metric on MR. Consider the family of harmonic 
diffeomorphisms and the family of smooth functions (切i?)/?>o which, are 
defined on compact subsets of C. First note that the energy density e(UR) of 
(«/?.) are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of C. Given any compact subset 
K CC, there is a fixed r ' > 0 such that K C and it suffices to show (e(WH)) 
are uniformly bounded on EV. For any r > r ' > 0, we have proved in theorem 
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2.5 in chapter 2 the existence of C°° solution Vr on to the system of equations 
‘A o ^ ^ r = e2外 一 
< e2 办 101 < 1 
is a complete metric 
\ 
on IDV. Observe that WR is also a solution for the first equation of the above system 
of equations on IDV，but e?叫 |cb|2 is a complete metric on IDV, using theorem 2.3 
in chapter 2, we find that 
wr < Vr 
on EV C IDV for all R > r > r' > 0. Observe that {lun) is bounded above by a 
smooth function on BV. We have just proved for any fixed 0 < r' < r < 00， 
there is a constant Ci independent of R such that wj^ < Ci on IDV' for all R > r. 
Furthermore, using 丑|2 — 丑|2 = J{UR) > 0, we obtain the energy densities 
of (UB) are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of C. Using the local 
uniformly boundedness of and UR{0) = 0 for all R, one can check that 
(w/?,) are uniformly bounded and equicontiniious on compact subsets of C. Apply 
tlie Ascoli-Arzela theorem, we have, passing to a subsequence if necessary, UR 
converges uniformly in the sense to a harmonic map u on compact subsets of 
C. I l l fact, on any compact subsets K C BR' C MR C C, for any multi-index a, 
we have 
/ \ M na ^ na 
sup V^UN < —— sup \UR 
k \ / 
where is a constant depends on K and IDV only. Therefore the derivatives of 
{UR) are uniformly bounded on compact subsets of C. Applying the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem and diagonal trick to (UR), there exists a subsequence {UR) converge 
uniformly to a harmonic map u and the energy density (e(w/?)) converge uniformly 
to e{u) on compact subsets of C. As the partial derivatives of (w/?) converge 
uniformly to the partial derivatives of u on compact subsets of C, it is not difficult 
to see that the Hopf differential of the l imiting harmonic map u is $ and we have 
completed the proof. • 
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This theorem only states that there is a harmonic map from C to ID). If 0 is not 
a constant function on C, we can prove more that the harmonic map we obtained 
in the above theorem is a harmonic diffeomorphism from C into its image. 
Proof ..(of theorem 3.1) In this proof, we wil l use the same notations as in the 
previous one. We know from proposition 2.6 that if • is not a constant, then 
there is a function v satisfying 
Ao^ ； = e^^  — e—2幻, 
and e2幻 > |(/)| on C such that is complete on C. Since e?切叫(izp is complete 
on P/^ and WR satisfies the equation 
AoWR = — 2 秘尺, 
generalized maximum principle 1.13 implies that 
WR > 飞) 
on BR. AS we proved in the previous theorem, the 从energy density = 
is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of C, so it converges uniformly 
to on compact subsets of C. Therefore we have 
everywhere on C. This inequality implies that the Jacobian of u, J{u) = WduW^ — 
2 > 0 everywhere in C and hence w is a local difFeomorphism. To 
complete our prove, we need to show that u is globally one to one. By using the 
fact that V < WR and e^^  > on ID)/? for any R wi th 0 < r < < 00, i t is easy 
to see that 
‘ > 0 
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which implies {J(UR)) is uniformly bounded away from zero on compact subsets 
in C. Consider the inequalities, for any vector v G T/C, /C C C C, 
{\\duR\\ - \\dut,\\)\\dz\'{v,v)) < 心如UH)* (V)，(如 ) * (V ) ) 
and 
< (\\duR\\ + \\dun\\)\\dz\\v,v)) 
where is the differentiation of UR. Since ||31^ 丑||2 - WBURW^ is uniformly 
bounded away from zero on compact subset in C, there is a positive constant c 
such that 
^C/2:|2(V’V)) S « f 4 ( ( t ^ " ) “ V ) , M * ( V ) ) Sc2( |& |2 (v ’V) ) . 
Therefore (UR) are local quasi-isometries with quasi-isometric constants indepen-
dent of R. In other words, for any point p e C and q = u(p) G ID), there is a 
neighborhood U of p and a neighborhood V oi q such that Uji[U) C K. Moreover 
UR maps U onto UR(U) quasi-isometrically, and the quasi-isometric constant can 
be chosen to be independent oi R for 0< R < oo. Since UR is a diffeomorphism 
for each 0 < < oo, let Zi,Z2 be any points on C and R be any positive real 
number satisfying 0 < |2i| + l^sl < R < oo. For any curve i joining and 22 on 
C, 
- / H < / - < c [\dz\. 
c Je JuR� 1 - Jf 
Therefore, 2:1 = 22 G C iff u(zi) = u(Z2) € P and we have shown u is one-to-one. 
Hence w is a diffeomorphism. • 
、 
Chapter 4 
Open harmonic embeddings with 
polynomial Hopf differentials 
The former discussions on open harmonic embeddings can be applied to any 
holomorphic quadratic differential from C into In this chapter, we wi l l restrict 
our discussion on polynomial growth quadratic differentials from C to ID which 
enjoy very nice geometric properties on the image of its correspending harmonic 
map u. 
For any non-constant polynomial by the results in the previous chapter, 
we can find an orientation preserving open harmonic embedding u from C into ID) 
and the Hopf differential of u is ^ = 
On the other hand, given any orientation preserving open harmonic embedding 
u from C into then Bochner formula becomes 
Aqic = J[u) 
(4.0.1) - e^- - when \\du\\ ^ 0 
where w = log \\du\\ and (j)dz2 is the Hopf differential of u. Using the fact that 
J(w) > 0 on C, we have also ||(9w|| > 0 and < e^^ on C. Therefore w = 
log \\du\\ is well-defined on C and equation (4.0.1) holds on C. We are going to 
prove the following theorem: 
57 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 1 Let u he an open harm,onic em,bedding from C to IHP such that 
is a complete metric on C, where w = log Let (f)dz^ be the Hopf 
differential of u. Then the image of C under u is a generalized geodesic polygon 
with m + 2 vertices on the ideal boundary of IHP if and only if • is a polynomial 
of degree m. 
4.1 Proof of the theorem 
We w i l l prove this theorem by several steps. 
L e m m a 1 Let w he a solution of 
(4.1.1) Aow = e2切一 
on C such that 已 — 之 ” 於 ！ < 1 ， w h e r e 小 is a polynomial not identically zero. Then 
l im (w - i l o g 101) -- 0. 
•Z — o o \ Z 
In fact, there is a constant C > 0, such that 
0 < {w-l-log\(j)\){z) c小） 
provided r{z) is large enough, where r{z) is the distance of z from, the origin with 
respect to the metric 
Proof : Choose zo e C where (j){zQ) ^ 0，then (J) ^ 0 in a, neighborhood of 2o and 
the funct ion 
(4.1.2) w i = ^ - log 
is well-defined near zq e C. Thus equation (4.1.1) is equivalent to 
. A ^ w i = e2比 1 - e—2切 1 
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where A小w〜is the Laplacian of wi with respect to the metric l ^ ^ i zp . We can 
check that is flat, and 
Awi = e2 比 1 — e-2 叫 
by choosing as metric on C in the regions where 0 is not zero. Let ID)丑 be 
4 d2 
the open disk centered at 2:0 ^ C of radius R with Poincare metric dz ^ 
and Pfl： contains no zero of </>. Then it is easy to check 
1,1 I ZTTTZX 1 2R 川2 = 5 log + W + + log 
is a supersolution of equation (4.1.1) and is complete on ID)丑.Theorem 
2.3 in chapter 2 implies wi < W2. In particular, 
- - V + 
Since (/> is a polynomial which has finitely many zeros only, for 20 sufficiently far 
away from the zeros, letting R tends to infinity, we get 
l im < 1. 
2—>00 
Hence 
/ 1 \ 
l im ti； — •；^ log |(/)| = 0 
2-^ 00 y 2 y 
as < 1. • 
We will use the above lemma to prove the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 4 . 2 Let u be an orientation preserving open harmonic embedding from 
C to IHI2. Let (l)dz^ he the Hopf differential of u. Suppose that 小 i,s a polynomial 
硫h degree m > 1，then the area of u{C) is equal to m.ir. i.e., 
/ d V = m-TT, 
(C) 
where dV is the volume elem,ent of . 
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Proof : Since (/> is a polynomial with degree m,小 has at most m zeros on C. 
Assuming (/)(0) + 0，otherwise change the coordinates on C, let B{R) be the 
Euclidean Ball of radius R centred at origin and (p(z) + 0 for all z G B[RQ). 
Let w = log which is well-defined on C by using the fact that u is an open 
embedding, the Bochner formula for u becomes 
Aow; = e 2 切 - 2 切 . 
Let z i , . . . , Zm. be the zeros of 小 counted with multiplicity, then by direct calcula-
tion 
1 m 
- A o log 101 = 二 7 r ‘ 
i=l 
in distributional sense where is the Dirac 'delta-function' defined as 
for any test function f e CS°{B(R)). Therefore 
777,TT = / TtSz^  
Jb{R) '' 
/• /I \ 
= / log 101 
Jb{R) / 
(4.1.3) = [ ^ ( ^ l o g - n ) 
JdB{R) / 
and 
/ dV — miT = J(u) dxdy 一 nm 
Ju{B{R)) JB{R) 
[ ^ [ 1 \ 
= / Ao 切一 log 101 
Jb{r) \ 1 
[ d ( 1 \ 
= j U ) 丽 一 叫 
陶 = 2 ⑷ 轉 ) H — 
f [ 1 \ I [ f I \ 
where 十 - — / U ; - - l o g | ( / ) | is the integral average 
JdB{R) \ 丄 / 27tK Jqb{r) V 2 y b & 
over dB{R). Now, we wil l prove / dV = mTr by showing the integral (4 1 4) 
Ju{B{R)) 
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is zero for sufficient large R. Suppose dV < rnvr, then there is an 6 > 0 and 
an > 0 such that, for all R > Ri, 
/ dV - m.TT < - e . 
Ju{B{R)) 
Putting equation (4.1.4) into the above inequality, it becomes 
d f f 1 \ 
-TBI- h ^ - - log|(^| < -e . 
JdBiR) \ ^ / 
Integrating both sides, for sufficiently large R, we get 
/ fw；- < 0, 
JdBiR) \ ^ ) 
contradicting w —、log > 0 . 
On the other hand, if 人⑷）dV > nm, then there is an e 〉 0 and an R2 > 0 
such that 
/ dV — m,7T > e 
JniB{R)) 
for all R > Ih. Using the equality (4.1.4)，dividing both sides by R then inte-
grating both sides as the case ⑷)dV < rnvr, we have, for large R 
/ (w - ^ l og \(f)\\ > c > 0 
JdB{R) \ ^ ) 
for some constant c independent of R. I t contradicts to the equation 
/ 1 \ 
l im w - - log 0 = 0 
2—00 \ 2 ) 
in lemma 1. Hence the area of w(C) must be rmr. • 
Conversely, if the area of the image of an open harmonic embedding from C 
to IHP is finite, and \\du\\^\dz\'^ is complete on C, then we can conclude that the 
Hopf differential 恤：of w is a polynomial. This result is given by the following 
theorem: 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 3 Let u he an orientation preserving open harmonic embedding from 
C into IHP such that is a complete metric on C , where w = log 
Let (/)dz^ be the Hopf differential of u. Let 人(。）dV = nrn for some m with 
0 < m < oo. If m < oo, then 小 is a polynomial of degree m and thus m is an 
integer. 
Proof : We first prove that (f) has finitely many zeros only. Suppose there is an 
orientation preserving diffeomorphism u form C into HP and the Hopf differential 
屯= ( j ) dz2 of u has more than [m] + 1 zeros but cj) is not identically zero. Then 
for sufficiently large R for which dB{R) contains no zero of 小 and B[R) contains 
more than [w] + 1 zeros on by same technique in deriving equation (4.1.3)，we 
obtain 
f d ( \ \ 
hB{E) on\2 y 丨 
However, we have assumed f礼(。dV —-- mir, therefore 
d f f I \ 1 f Q f I \ 
肌 JdB{B) V 2 y 27r JQB{R) dR\ 2 ^ ^ ) 
< [ d V - (m + l)7r 
Ju{C) 
< —e 
for some e > 0. We should point out that, this inequality holds for all large R 
except a possibly contable set of R,s for which (j){z) = 0 for some b l = R. Since 
the integral 
/‘ / 1 \ 十 w - - log 101 
JdBiR) \ 丄 J 
is contimious on R, we have 
/ / 1 \ 
十 切一 s log S — elogi? + c 
JdB{R) \ ^ 
< 0 
for large R but it contradicts to the inequality 
‘ 川一去 log\(f)\ > 0. 
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Hence • has finitely many zeros only. We are going to use this result to prove 
(4.1.5) e '—) “ 丨 秦 广 1 
for large |2；| and some constants ai, bi. Since 小 has finitely many zeros on C, 
similar calculations as in the proof of theorem 4.2 give 
(4.1.6) / w ; - i log 101 < elog/? + c 
JdB{R) 乙 
for large R and some constants e, c > 0. Consider the subharmonic function 
log |</> 
with respect to the Euclidean metric, applying the mean value theorem for any 
z with sufficiently large \z\, we have 
/ 1 \ f f I \ 
i u - - l o g | ( / ) | (z) < + u；-- log 101 
\ ^ J JB{z\4) \ 2 y 
(4.1.7) = r^  I 
Using the fact that c the inequalities (4.1.6) and (4.1.7) 
imply 
( w - l l o g \ ( l ) \ ] { z ) < [ (lU - l l o g (h\ 
3\z\ , 
4 { 1 \ 
= 2 / / - - log 4) dR 
^ k p y i f i \JdBiR) 2 b ” 
4 f ^ 
^ ^ ^^Rielog R^c)dR 
< 6log + a. 
Taking exponential to both sides, we obtain our desired inequality (4.1.5). Now 
suppose (j) is not a polynomial, as cf) is holomorphic on C, (j) must has an essential 
singularity at oo. Then we conclude from theorem 1.11 that there is a curve 7 
which diverges to infinity but the lenth of 7 is finite under the metric |0||2|、Idz]"^. 
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This result implies that e^^ldzp is not a complete metric by inequality (4.1.5) 
which contradicts our assumptions. Hence, combining with the result of theorem 
4.2, (j) must be a polynomial of degree m. • 
Corol lary 4 .4 Let u he an orientation preserving open harmonic ern,beddings 
from C to Suppose that is a complete metric on C, where w = 
log ||(9w|| • Let (pdz^ be the Hopf differential ofu. Then 小 is a polynomial of degree 
m if and only if 人(。）d V = rtm. That is, (j) is a polynomial if and only if u{C) 
has finite area. 
Proof : (of theorem 4.1) Wi th the completeness of e^^l^^p and the harmonicity 
of u, it is mentioned in section 1.2 that u can be realized as the Gauss map of 
a parabolic constant mean curvature cut in M幻.Therefore, using theorem 1.8, 
there is a closed subset L in the ideal boundary of IHP so that u{C) = Conv(L). 
At the same time, we have proved in corollary 4.4 that 0 is a polynomial of degree 
m if and only if the area of u{C) = mn. Applying this result to the Gauss-Bonnet 
formula, we get the area of u(C) = mn iff u{C) is a generalized geodesic polygon 
with m + 2 vertices on the ideal boundary of IHP. • 
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4.2 Open harmonic embeddings on C with fixed 
ideal polygonal images in 
In this section, we wil l show that there is an (m - l)-parameter family of non-
trivially distinct open harmonic embeddings from C to a fixed ideal polygon in 
IHP. We mentioned in chapter 2 that any "complete" harmonic map w : C — IHP 
can be realized as the Gauss map of a parabolic constant mean curvature cut. 
Therefore we wil l prove our desired result by proving there is an (77?,— l)-parameter 
family of parabolic constant mean curvature cuts in M^^ and the images of their 
Guass maps are a given ideal polygon in IHP. 
We begin our proof of this section by stating the following proposition without 
proof: 
Proposition 4.5 [CT],[Tl Let M C M"，i he an entire spacelike hypersurface 
whose mean curvature H is constant and which is closed in the ambient topology. 
If M is the graph of a function f defined over the entire R?，then the projective 
boundary data 
V f i x ) : = l im 
•‘ \ ‘ r—>oo 
r>0 ‘ 
？:s light,like. That is to say there is a dosed set, the set of Ughthke directions 
Lf C S^ so that 
Vf(x) = snp{^»x :《G L f } 
where “• ” is the usual inner product. Moreover 
Q{M) = Conv(L/) 
—ere g IS the Gauss map on M and Conv is the convex hull m H . In fact, if 
there are more than two points in Lf, then Q : M Q(M) is a diffeomorphism. 
. W i t h the above notations, we define for each 6 6 the asymptotic bound-
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ary value to be 
:= l im ( / M ) - r ) 
r—>00 \ ‘ 
which decreases either to a l imit or to —00. 
Proposition 4.6 [CT] Let L C S"—! be any dosed set with at least two points and 
力((9) be an upper semicontinuous function defined on L. Then there exists a unique 
entire closed spacelike constant mean curvature H > Q surface in Minkowski 
space, f 6 C^(R^) satisfying 
h = U J - £ L = = ] 
2 v V M W F y 
such that VF(x) = sup{^ • .t ： ^ E L} and t{0) = AF{0) for all 0 E L. 
In our case, L is a finite set and n = 2. Let L = {6'i, (92, • • • , (9^+2} C S^  be 
a set containing m + 2 distinct points taken sequentially around the circle and 
t = {h, t2, . • • , W 2 ) G ]R爪+2. Then, by proposition 4.6, there is a unique entire 
closed spacelike constant H > 0 surface M in M幻’ f g C ^ I R ” satisfying 
h = i J - , = £ L = ] 
such that Vf{x) = sup{<^ • x : ^ E L} and 
( 
躺 = I h. for 没 = 没 = l , 2 , . . . ’ m 
—00 otherwise. 
\ 
We have known from proposition 4.5 that 
G(M) = Conv(L) 
which is an (m + 2)-polygon and if m > 1, ^ ： M — Q{M) is a diffeomorphism. 
Since Q : M ^ Conv(L) is a diffeomorphism with Q{M) = Coriv(L) 二 V having 
finite area, M is complete and has finite total curvature, and hence M is parabolic. 
Therefore, we can find an uniformizing map T : C M so that the map 
‘ l i = 口 O T : C — Conv(L) 
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is harmonic. 
So the surface constructed in proposition 4.6 is a parabolic constant mean 
curvature cut for finite L, Two harmonic maps Ui,U2 ： C Conv(L) are non-
trivially distinct if there is no conformal difFeomorphism : C — C so that 
U2 = u iow . The following theorem wil l tell us when wil l the surfaces constructed 
in theorem 4.6 be nontrivially distinct. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 7 Let V cB. be an ideal polygon in the hyperbolic space with m + 2 > 
3 vertices, {<9i, 6 * 2，…，没爪 + 2 } C M(oo). For each t G let M{t) C M " he the 
entire spacelike surface of constant mean curvature H = I whose Gauss image 
Q{M{t)) = V and A m ⑴ = tk, which uniquely exists by- proposition 4.6. Let 
N C R爪,+2 he the three dimensional suhspace of restrictions of affine functions, 
J\f={se ： Sk = (a , + c, A: 二 1，2,... ’ m , some (a , 6, c) G R^}. 
Then for each class in [,] 6 the harm,omc maps 
are nontrivially distinct. 
Proof : For t - t G Af, wr i te tk - U. = (a, b) • 〜 + c for (a, b, c) E R3’ and 
= h.- Let T o M{x) = M{xi — a, x^ - 6) + c be a translation. Then 
^ToM^h) = Aui^k) - (o,,b}*0-{-C 
= t k - b)*0-he 
= i k 
= A 洲 . 
By uniqueness in proposition 4.6, we have M = ToM. Now let T : C — M and 
T : C —^  M be uniformizing maps so that 
. u = g oT -.C-^V and u = g of 
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are harmonic. Then 
T o f ( C ) = T o M = = i ( ^ = T(C) ’ 
T o T and T are uniformizing the same suface. So we get 
iv = f - ^ o T o r 
is a conformal diffeomorphism, hence 
gor = g o f o w : C - ^ v . 
Let t j , e be two distinct points. Let, M , M be their related surfaces in 
proposition 4.6 which have equivalent harmonic u = QoT: C-^V where 
T : C M and Q : M V &ve. the uniformizing map and the Gauss map of 
M respectively. We aim to show that M, M must differ by a rigid motion so 
t - t eJ\f. By assumption, for any C € C, 
Considering the conformal diffeomorphism ^ : M M defined by 
尘：=ToT-i. 
Using the assumption ^ o T = ^ o t , evaluating at T—i(.), $ can be written as 
Then for any x e M and x = G M , we have 丄 o g{x) = x which implies 
= Q{x) and M, M are parallel at correspoinding points. 
Let l e a be 
an adapted frame near x G M and, its translation, the frame for 
M near Let and be the dual frames for M near .t and for M near 
respectively. Then 
• (j))ej = 
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Since $ is conformal, there exists a function p > 0 such that 
p ' m ' + i ^ r ) = r ((炉)2+(沪)2) 
= 0 eK 
Comparing coefficients and by direct calculation, one can check that is an 
orthogonal matrix. Moreover if we know that it is also orientation preserving, we 
wil l get 
(4.2.1) (j)\ = (Pi and = -c / ) l 
As ^ = oQ ： M M where ^ = 63 is the Gauss map of M to M. Another 
translate of the frame is adapted to the hyperboloid near 63. We denote the 
coframe on IHI by { u / } and the connection forms by {Oj}. Then 
Olei = de^ = cj'e,: 
and which implies 
where /?力.is the second fundament form of M . Let be the inverse of 
the second fundamental form of M , then 
and 
•i 妒 ' = r (伊）-h'^hjkOK 
Hence $ is orientation preserving and equation (4.2.1) is true. 
We are going to show that the conformality of 少 leads to hi j{x) = 
Assuming the second fundamental form at a point is diagonal /?力.(;r) = diagO]，/^2)’ 
equation (4.2.1) can be written as 
(4.2.2) J i 〜 = ~h〜 and ~h〜=-~h〜. 
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As hij is symmetric, the second equation of (4.2.2) implies 
which becomes 
+ = 0. 
Noting that K1 + K2 = 2H > 0 and we conclude hi2 = 0. Writ ing the first equation 
of (4.2.2) in lower index and using the assumption + K2 = 2H = /?,“•= 
h i i + /?.22, we obtain 
_ k,2 — 2H — 
hu h22 2H - hii ‘ 
it gives h i i = hn and A22 = "22- Hence hij = hij o From the results above, 
(fi 妒 = 
=《沪， 
so (ft 二 81. Since M, M have same first and second fundamental forms by a 
diffeomorphism the Minkowski space version of the fundamental theorem of 
surface theory tells us that M and M are translates of one another. • 
The above theorem only classifies the harmonic maps constructed in propo-
sition 4.6 into (m — l)-parameters family of nontrivially distinct harmonic dif-
feomorphisms. We intend to show any open harmonic embedding u \ C — V 
can be represented by one of the harmonic maps that constructed in proposition 
4.6. This amounts the (m — l)-parameters family of nontrivially distinct open 
harmonic embeddings exhausting all the nontrivially distinct open harmonic em-
beddings from the complex plane to a fixed ideal polygon. We need the following 
theorem to complete our proof. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 8 Let f C M F he an entire spacehke H = 1 cut such that 
• V/-(.7：) = max X • 9k 
fc==l’...’m+2 
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for some Ok € S^ Then Af(0) = -oo for 0 + Ok, and A/(6>fc) is finite for 
k 二 1，2，…，m + 2. 
Proof : We know from theorem 4.5 that V/ is lightlike, then Vf{x) = sup{^ • x : 
i e L / } for some closed Lf C S^ and Q{M) = Conv(L/). If the image of the Gauss 
map Q{M) is a polygon, there are exactly m + 2 points 6 = {0k}k=i,2,...,m.+2 C S^  
which are the vertices of the polygon and 
V/(.t) = max X • 
A:=l，...，m+2 
I t is not difficult to get that, on 
, \ ‘ Vf(0) = 1 if ^ e G 
(4.2.3) 八， 
Vf(e) < 1 if 没茫 e. 
\ 
The asymptotic boundary value 




where tk is a finite number. To see these, for (9 茫 Q, if there is an a 6 M such 
that f(rO) — r > a, then 
+ for r > 0, 
r r 
which implies 
• 二 Um 趟 > 1. •‘ \ ‘ r—oo r* — r>0 ‘ 
、 This contradicts equation (4.2.3) and A/-((9) = —oo. 
Now we claim A/((9爪,+2) is finite, the finiteness of A/((9fc) for A: = 1, 2 ’ . . . ’ m + 1 
can also be proved by similar method. The asymptotic boundary data is either 
-00 or finite, so we can choose s^ > s^ € R, for /r = 1, 2 , . . . , m + 2. From 
proposition 4.6, there is a constant mean curvature cut u satisfies 
. Vu^ )^ = max X • Ok 
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and 
A ,小 f Sk ife = Ok, 1 < A: < m + 2 
K { 0 ) = I 
—oo otherwise. 
V 
I f Af((9^,+2) = - oo , let 8 = max (9爪+2 • 9k then 6 < 1. For any p > 0, write 
(«', b) = f)Qm+2 e C, and v{xi ,x2) = u{x i — a, X2 - 6) + 8p, 
K { 0 ) 二 Ku{e)-{a,h).e + 6p 
= K { 0 ) - pOm.+2 •0 + 8p. 
Then 
K{0) = -00 for <9^0 . 
In case oi 0 = A: = 1, 2 , . . . , m + 1, 
K(Ok) = K(Ok) - + 
= S k - pOm+2 •0k + 8p 
> Sk 
> tk-
For 6 ="爪+2, 
K(0m.+2) = Au(0m.+2) _ " + 知 2、,〉—OO. 
Hence 
K > A/. 
One can show that the above condition implies v > f . But then 
/("没叫 2) = / M ) 
< v(a,b) 
Dividing both sides by p and taking p tends to infinity, we get 
‘ 狐 + 2 ) = 
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This contradicts 6 = max 0k •没m+2 < 1 and we conclude ,9) is finite. 
fc=l”..,m+2 •‘ 
This completes the proof. • 
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